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The situation against Joe Rogan is that he has the biggest podcast and reach 
probably ever in the history of YouTube, and on many other platforms. Those 
who have gone into the time of wasting to listening to some of his mediocre 
drivel, have constantly heard his advertising of drugs, weed, DMT, universalism, 
and generally globalism, which is the jewish agenda repackaged. 
 
From information that Alex Jones exposed on Joe Rogan, he is basically sort of 
like a part of a Rabbinic Soros Founded council with Rabbi Peterson and others 
like Rubin who are essentially dumbfounding goyim on a consistent basis, while 
promoting the agenda of the jews repackaged for a so-called "I had free though n 
shiet" audience in present-day America. 
 
Where Alex Jones however is a big hypocrite is however this: He claims he 
attacks Joe Rogan because he is supposedly angry he is defending and covering 
for pedophilia cults and other related abominations that happen in the world. And 
let's say that yes, Alex Jones is right here. 
 
However what skipped beneath Alex Jones's nose is the biggest pedophile 
institution on the planet which has this name: The Church of Jesus Christ. Jones 
when he is on speed he literally believes "Lord Jewsus" controls and guides his 
life, and that he is helping him on his mission, yet the super-powerful lord cannot 
make a little change of mind on his own pedophilia-infesting followers. 
 
Realistically speaking there is no place right now in which pedophilia is more 
pronounced and rampant than the xian churches and the fruit of the jew Rabbi 
Yehoshua also known to the normie NPC's in their slang as Jesus Christ, the 
Jewish lord and savior. 
 
From all these pious under the "All-Powerful Lawd Jewsus", the all-powerful can't 
even tame the urges of rotting grandpas in their 80s who are going after innocent 
kids. Oy vey the all-powerful. 
 
If Alex Jones wants to do a mission for some sort of God, here, I present him as 
an emissary this mission: Expose the christian church and all the jewish 
pedophiliac rings, and name the jews for the trash that they are, publicly. 
 
This however would never happen. 



One likes to blame "GLOBALISM", but as to the first and only "GLOBALIST" 
people on this planet, the jew, nobody likes to name them. 
 
One likes to blame "PEDOPHILLIA" but they do not like to quote the Talmud 
which mentions to sexually assault 3-year-olds, or the Quaran when one is 
permitted to marry and have sex with kids below the age of 9. 
 
One likes to blame "CORRUPTION" but prostrate themselves and advocate for 
the lord Rabbi Christ, the head mafia member of all the corrupted filth of this 
world above and below. 
 
One likes to be jewing on the behalf of jews, long story short. 
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